
Exhibit “F” 
 
 

Sample Syllabus 
 

• Please contain your syllabus (12 hours or less) to two pages.  
• Please use the following format to ensure consistency with applications to state boards.  
• Palmer will allocate the ‘type’ or ‘category’ of the hours after review of the syllabus.  
• Please submit in Microsoft Word format so we may add information at the top. 

 
Seminar Title:  
Instructor: 
Number of Hours: 
Course Objective: This should be a short paragraph describing the competencies that a learner 
will achieve by taking your course. 

 
Hour 1: Descriptor of main content.  
Sentence about details covered in this hour. 

 
Hour 2: Descriptor of main content.  
Sentence about details covered in this hour. 

 
Hour 3: Descriptor of main content.  
Sentence about details covered in this hour. 

 
Hour 4: Descriptor of main content.  
Sentence about details covered in this hour. 

 
And so on…..  
Note: If you have a longer segment, you may combine hours such as: 

 
Hours 1-2: Descriptor of main content.  
Sentence about details covered in this hour. 
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QSM3 Conference 
 
Instructor: Russell Friedman DC BSME 
Board Certified: QSM3, NUCCA, Orthospinology 
 
Course Objective: To present and demonstrate the current biomechanics 
model, patient placement, and correction protocol of the QSM3 chiropractic 
method. 
 
Statement of Purpose: To enhance the evaluation of the subluxation complex 
and how to release it using a global biomechanics model based on Structure, 
Function, Tone, and Bio-Tensegrity. 
 
Overview of Course: These classes provide a new understanding of the 
integral relationship of structure, function, gravity and time on the (whole) 
body, and offers a new methodology for corrective postural analysis and care. 
This “flow model”, called “cause to correction,” measures and analyzes 
postural distortion 3-dimensionally, with the intent to release tensional 
asymmetries via the neuro-myofascial interconnection, and to restore 
Tensegrity. This releases the framework, and opens life’s homeostatic, 
structural, functional, and energetic potential (Vitalism). 
 
Friday  
Hour 1: Global Perspective + Tensegral Bio-structure 
Description: Presents the current global postural Tensegrity model of the 
body as a living system that has been weakened and damaged and its 
path out to stability. 
 
Hour 2: Biomechanics 1- Text Book to Trauma  
Description: How postural misalignments can be evaluated and described 
using a detailed postural listing which defines normal versus damaged 
structure-function relationships. 
 
Hour 3:  
Global Release: Release Sequence 
Description: Discussion of human postural patterns and how to determine 
the most effective release sequence toward optimal Tensegral volume and 
restored energetic sustainability. 



 
Hour 4: Cervical Hub - Q Anatomy - Physiology  
Description: The anatomy and physiology of the cervical spine provides 
3-dimensional access for global subluxation release. This class 
discusses the release points of these osseous landmarks. 
 
Hour 5: Connectivity 1- Connection 
Description: This class discusses and presents doctor positioning and 
pisiform connection to best overcome the neurological lock and restore 
motion and tensegral volume. 
 
Hour 6: Connectivity 2: Osseous Bending  
Description: This class presents and demonstrates proper patient and 
headpiece placement that  releases locked tension in specific short 
compression pathways using minimal energy. 
 
Saturday 
 

Hour 7: Biomechanics 2-Tensegral Biomechanics 
Description: This class teaches how to identify and access the points in 
the cervical hub to release whole body tension and restore tensegrity.  
 
Hour 8: Case Review – Warm-Up Circuit 
Description: This class offers a lecture – lab format of actual patient 
cases with a discussion of the outcomes and hands-on demonstration of 
release scenarios. 
 
Hour 9: Connectivity 3- Fascial Bending  
Description: This class presents and demonstrates the concept of fascial 
bending to initiate joint motion and tensegral volume expansion.  
 

 

Hour 10: Post1- The Language of Innate   
Description: Discussion of case studies used to increase understanding of 
multiple post adjustment outcomes and release scenarios, and the thought 
process of what to do next. 



 
 
Hour 11: Case Study: This class presents the entire patient visit experience 
from start  to finish including evaluation, assessment, pre and post release, 
and a discussion of results. 
 
Hour 12: Real Time Care- See-Do-Feel   
Description: Discussion of pre –post QSM3 biomechanics and release 
sequence in real time using two volunteers. This is followed by circuit 
review and/or practice one on one with a mentor. 
 

 

12 hours total 
 


